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Curious about our NanoLab? 

Visit the NanoLab site



REALISING GRAND SOLUTIONS WITH THE EXTREMELY SMALL
At MESA+, we believe in realising grand solutions with the extremely small. We contribute to solving current and future societal challenges. We do this by using our fascination with the extremely small. We bring societal challenges inside and use our fascination to work on innovative and sustainable solutions. We focus on societal challenges in four application areas: Health, AgriFood & Water, Security, and Energy & Sustainability.
With our research, we contribute to a fair, sustainable and digital society.
Ground-breaking research
Embracing a cross-disciplinary approach and benefiting from the MESA+ NanoLab, over 500 researchers deliver high-quality, frequently ground-breaking research. MESA+ actively seeks collaboration with external partners providing an excellent setting for consortium formation. Next to our excellent scientists and facilities, we offer a strong regional ecosystem that creates the breeding ground to let ideas blossom and grow into relevant, successful solutions and businesses. 





News


Pioneering ‘MasterPlus’ programme in optics and photonics to see the light in September 2024



UT spin-off FlowBeams receives €2.5 million grant to accelerate needle-free injection technology

FlowBeams, a MedTech spin-off from the University of Twente, proudly announces receiving the highly competitive the European Innovation Council (EIC) Transition grant, €2.5 million. This exceptional accomplishment underscores the remarkable potential of FlowBeams to continue advancing the field of needle-free injection technology.




Biosensing Team Twente starts as the ninth student team of the University of Twente

Biosensing Team Twente (BTT) has received official recognition as a student team at the University of Twente. The multidisciplinary group of students aims to contribute to the thriving biosensing technology ecosystem in Twente. The new student team will support the UT team competing at the international student competition SensUs, themed on sensor technology for health.




Print the future: a 3D micro-optics revolution

In a recent publication in the scientific journal Trends in Chemistry from Cell Press, researchers from the University of Twente delve into the potential of 3D printing ceramics in micro-optics. These tiny ceramic structures can potentially be used to generate light and store information. "Let's make ceramics so small they can manipulate light."




Twente consortium develops vibration-free cooling for measuring gravitational waves

A consortium of the University of Twente, Demcon kryoz and Cooll will develop an advanced cooling system for the Einstein Telescope. The consortium will receive €2.6 million over a three-year period from the Einstein Telescope R&D scheme, funded by the National Growth Fund.



More news
Events

25Mar
PhD Defence Roel Botter | Stimulated Brillouin Scattering in Silicon Nitride Based Waveguides


More Events




Life as a PhD-student at MESA+

What is it like to be a PhD student at the MESA+ institute? Rosa Luca Bouwmeester's research focused on Topological insulators, a relatively new class of materials. ‘In close collaboration with other groups, we were able to think, and work, out of the box in order to take the research a decisive step further.’
Read more

Read more

Working visit Provincial Executive of Overijssel province

In December 2023, the working visit of the Provincial Executive of Overijssel province and the Executive Board of the University of Twente to the university took place. At the end of the visit, the President of the UT, Vinod Subramaniam, presented a photo of the MESA+ Photo contest to Mr A.P. (Andries) Heidema, Commissioner of the King in the province of Overijssel.



Signing Ceremony MESA+ en IIS

MESA+ and the Institute of Industrial Science of the University of Tokyo expressed a convergence of will. On Monday 5 October 2020, both parties signed a 5-year Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). “This agreement further strengthens the collaboration of both institutions”, says Prof Dr Albert van den Berg, scientific director of MESA+.
Read more

Read more

Our NanoLab in 360°

MESA+ has a 1250 m2 state-of-the-art NanoLab which consists of a Cleanroom and Analysis facilities. Research on the nanometre scale needs a laboratory with extreme specifications. Any influencing effects from the environment, such as vibration and electromagnetic disturbances, are virtually non-existent. The environmental conditions inside the building are extremely stable. Discover our NanoLab in 360°!



The Eternal Life of Jan Mulder

Prof. Wilfred van der Wiel guides Dutch former footballer, writer, columnist, and TV personality Jan Mulder through the Twente Nanolab, and explains how the chips developed in the BRAINS center could help him on his quest for eternal life. Watch the episode at npostart.nl (in Dutch).

Read more
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